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A daring, yet gently written reflection using one of life's most significant periods, Permit Evening Come has
the sensitivity and humor that will appeal to readers of any age. The writer shows how selecting gallantry,
dignity, and a positive outlook amid the adjustments aging brings is possible and satisfying. Without glossing
over the adverse and depressed feelings that this could cause, Morrison highlights the advantages of
relaxation, pure pleasure , and period for reflection that old age may bring. Morrison explores the
adjustments that take place as one ages, the gradual movement away from the guts of life--work, family,
community--to the periphery. Mary C.
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Must have book simply because we age.. Mary Morrison is an honest, compassionate and generous writer.
Most reassuring I am a psychologist/therapist. Am so very pleased to have discovered it. Embrace the
shifts in life I loved this reserve. Wonderfully reassuring. I purchased several copies of the wonderful small
publication some years ago and also have distributed them to customers and family over 75-80 years of
age. It encourages us to rest and enjoy where we are in life, to check out the positive, and to embrace
the changes.Read and enjoy! Invites re-reading The collection of journal entries give it authenticity. I read
the book once and then returned it to my pal. The type of life's progression sometimes appears as a trip
influenced by the willingness of an individual to be completely present. After the first reading, I now pick it
up and browse at random. After a week-end check out in which I talked about it with my daughter, she
asked to borrow it. I am age eighty-eight and she is fifty. Five Stars Full of wisdom A Most Kind and
Insightful Gesture of Help "Let Evening Come", was loaned to me by an 83 calendar year old friend. Four
Stars deep -insightful discussion of the mystery of Aging The truths in this book are insightful and
comforting.. It avoids any feeling of a lecture. Applicable to understanding ageing process Very meaningful
to even more positively accepting aging. "Allow Evening Come" is a gift for any age; it is about existence and
surviving in grace. The reader learns a great deal from this reserve and is normally reminded of the area in
the center where age group, if we are lucky, awaits people. Five Stars Gently beautiful book simply by the

mother of a dear friend. This book was a loan and I couldn't bear ot having a permenant copy. This is a
wonderful reflection on ageing-- a time of peace in understanding who we really are. This publication means
a lot to those I've given it to. It was created with such wisdom and sensitivity. Excellent book for seniors
This book needs to be re-printed. My partner has provided multiple copies as presents, but they're getting
very difficult to scrounge. I am purchasing my own copy. That is a gem of a meditation on ageing . It
includes priceless wisdomn. So very much calm wisdom in such useful economical prose So very much calm
wisdom in such useful economical prose.. Since I received it as something special more than twenty years
ago, I've read it again and again. That is a gem of a meditation on ageing.. I've also provided the book to
close friends. I am 52.
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